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Organization for Transformative Works
Strategic Planning Committee

Report on the Tag Wrangling team
The Strategic Planning Committee surveyed and reviewed the Tag Wrangling team as part of
our larger goal to put together a reasonable and practical strategic plan for the Organization for
Transformative Works (OTW).
This report should be read as a helpful document, meant to illuminate, reveal, and guide the
Tag Wrangling team and the organization as a whole. It will be followed by similar reports for
other committees, and an overall report for the whole organization. These reports will then be
synthesized into the strategic plan for the organization.

Methodology
The information in this report was compiled by reviewing the Tag Wrangling Committee’s
internal documentation on the organization’s wiki and Basecamp, surveys of staff and
volunteers (past and present), and email and chat interviews with the chairs, staff, and
volunteers. We then synthesized all of this information together into this report.
We start by giving an overview of the committee and its current place in relation to the
organization’s mission. We explain the history behind the committee, the current processes of
the committee and volunteer pool and how things work behind the scenes. We discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of the team and procedures, as reported by the staff and volunteers
involved, and the goals proposed by those surveyed and interviewed.
Reports similar to this will be produced for all committees, after which the data will be drawn
together into an org-wide report of strengths, weaknesses and proposed goals for the
organization going forward. This will be presented to the Board and shared publicly, after which
the Board will decide how to act on the data offered by stakeholders, alongside the reports from
the wider OTW Community Survey that is being analyzed by the Survey Workgroup.

Distribution
This report was shared with the Tag Wrangling Committee staff, then with the Board, then with
Tag Wrangling volunteers, prior to being published publicly. Each of these groups had the
opportunity to correct factual errors in review, but not to remove or edit the summary of what
was revealed by the information gathering process.

Participation
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All 165 current volunteer wranglers were invited to participate in the survey and follow up with
us. 63 volunteer wranglers filled out at least one survey question.
All 9 (non-chair) committee staff members were invited to participate in the survey and follow up
with us. 5 committee staff members filled out at least one survey question and 1 committee staff
member participated in an email interview. Both committee chairs filled out email interviews, and
1 participated in an additional live chat interview.
All retired volunteer wranglers, retired Tag Wrangling committee staff members, and retired Tag
Wrangling committee chairs were invited to talk to us about their experiences; 18 retired
wrangler volunteers filled out our survey, 1 retired staff member and 1 retired committee chair
participated in email interviews.

Nota Bene
This report is a living document and will remain that way until all OTW teams have been
surveyed, at which point this report and all others will be locked for the writing of the strategic
plan.
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Overview of the Tag Wrangling team
The Tag Wrangling committee and volunteer pool are focused on the Archive of Our Own
(AO3), and do not work on any other OTW projects.
The role of the Tag Wrangling committee encompasses creating and maintaining guidelines
used to wrangle tags on the AO3, managing the team of volunteers, and wrangling tags. They
also consult and collaborate with both the Accessibility, Design, & Technology Committee
(AD&T) and the Support Committee on issues relating to tags.
They help fulfill the organization’s mission by enabling easier browsing on the AO3, thus
supporting the mission to preserve access to fanworks.

History
Tag Wrangling started as a subcommittee within AD&T during 2009. They soon outgrew this,
with over a hundred volunteer wranglers working around the world to organize some hundred
thousand tags, and became a full committee in July 2010.
The Tag Wrangling Committee works closely with the coders, testers, and designers building
the AO3, and maintains a strong relationship with the Support Committee. The Tag Wrangling
Committee inducts, advises, and assists tag wrangler volunteers in handling new and existing
issues, composes and maintains the written guidelines and tutorials to coordinate tag wrangler
activity, communicates with other OTW committees on matters related to tagging, and serves as
liaisons for moderators of challenges and ficathons hosted at the Archive with respect to
tagging.
The group is split into two parts: the committee, who are OTW staff who liaise with other
committees and do personnel management, and volunteers, who do the act of wrangling as well
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as participate in discussion and are encouraged to give input into various vocabulary policies.
Staff must have prior experience as wrangling volunteers, but often spend less time on day-today wrangling depending on their staff duties.

Current processes
1

Communication venues within official OTW spaces
a Access to venues:
i Staff:
1 Basecamp
2 Campfire chatrooms:
○ Cross-Committee
○ Fanlore Discussion
○ OTW Coders
○ Public Discussion
○ Tag Wranglers
○ Tag Wrangling Staff
3 Internal wiki
4 Tag Wrangling feature request Trello board
5 Tag wrangler mailing list
6 Tag Wrangling staff mailing list
ii Volunteers:
1 Campfire chatrooms:
○ Fanlore Discussion
○ OTW Coders
○ Public Discussion
○ Tag Wranglers
2 Internal wiki
a No access to staff-only pages
3 Tag wrangler mailing list
b Among volunteers:
i The Campfire chatroom is always accessible to volunteers.
ii Comments on tags in the wrangling interface are used to communicate
about wrangling issues concerning specific tags, particularly amongst cowranglers who work together on the same fandom.
iii The tag wrangler mailing list is used for discussion and communication
about wrangling issues and guidelines.
iv Volunteer forums exist but are not widely used.
c Committee to the rest of the organization:
i AD&T:
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1

2

A dedicated Tag Wrangling feature request Trello board, where
staff can add requested Tag Wrangling-related features that need
to be coded and volunteers can vote on the ones they want.
Two liaisons, one to and one from AD&T.

2
ii Board:
1 Communications primarily happens through the Board liaison.
iii Support:
1 Two liaisons, one to and one from Support.
iv Internationalization & Outreach
1 There is one liaison to and from I&O
d Committee to users:
i Public posts about tag wrangling are posted to AO3 News, via the
Communications committee (with Basecamp used for drafting).
ii Tag Wrangling Open House chat sessions have been held to raise public
awareness and address questions.
iii Tweets sent to the @ao3_wranglers Twitter account are received and
responded to by the staff.
e Staff/chairs to volunteers:
i Comments on tags in the wrangling interface are used to communicate
about wrangling issues concerning specific tags, and enforce guidelines.
ii Bimonthly newsletters are posted to the tag wrangler mailing list and
archived on the internal wiki (with Basecamp used for drafting.) All tag
wrangling volunteers are required to read the newsletter as part of their
volunteer agreement.
iii The tag wrangler mailing list is used for discussions and announcements.
iv Volunteer forums exist but are not widely used.
f Users to committee:
i Support tickets filed about AO3 tags are forwarded to the staff via the
Support liaison.
ii Tweets sent to the @ao3_wranglers Twitter account are received and
responded to by the staff.
g Volunteers to staff/chairs:
i Comments on tags in the wrangling interface are used to communicate
about wrangling issues concerning specific tags.
ii Private emails can be sent to the Tag Wrangling staff mailing list or chairs'
email alias.
iii The tag wrangler mailing list is used for discussions and questions.
iv Volunteer forums exist but are not widely used.
h Within the committee
i The staff mailing list is used for discussions.
ii Weekly meetings are held in the Campfire chatroom.
1 Meeting agendas are set on the internal wiki.
2 Meeting minutes are archived on the internal wiki.
Decision-making procedures
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a

3

4

5

Final decisions always rest with staff.
i Decided through majority vote.
b Major issues: volunteer input is solicited via the tag wrangler mailing list prior to
decisions being reached.
c Minor changes or queries:
i Changes involving a single or a few fandoms, the wrangler(s) of the
particular fandom(s) will be consulted and/or make the final decisions.
ii In emergency cases, staff will change the tags first, then ask the
wrangler(s) involved for their opinions, and may reconsider the decision
based on their feedback.
d Staff only decisions:
i General guidelines
ii No Fandom tags
iii Tags from unwrangled fandoms
Distribution of responsibilities
a Claiming a fandom:
i Volunteers assign themselves to fandoms through the wrangling
interface.
ii Volunteers can list the fandoms that need co-wranglers or which are are
up for grabs on the internal wiki.
b Within the committee:
i Basecamp is used to keep track of to-do lists.
ii Staff members volunteer for jobs, and chairs cover the rest.
Documentation
a Internal wiki, which contains:
i Guidelines and policies for canonical tags
ii Historical records
iii Minutes of staff meetings
iv Proposals and feature wishlist
b Trello board, which contains feature requests from the wishlist that will be/have
been proposed to AD&T.
Training
a Chair:
i A two-chair system is used with staggered terms so that each new chair
benefits from a year of guidance and training from the previous chair.
b Staff:
i Staff undergo unstructured mentoring from chairs and more experienced
staff.
c Volunteers:
i Tutorial pages on the internal wiki walk new volunteers through the basics
of wrangling and how to get started.
ii When there’s an influx of new volunteers, official training sessions are
scheduled in Campfire chat, with staff and experienced wranglers
present.
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Volunteer management
a Monitoring volunteer activity:
i Staff keep track of which volunteers are actively visiting their wrangling
home page.
ii Staff periodically conduct manual checking of tags for compliance with
guidelines.
b Policies for volunteer behavior:
i A volunteer agreement signed by all tag wranglers outlines expectations.
ii A documented policy for co-wrangling specifically addresses interactions
between wranglers who work together on the same fandom.
iii The org-wide policy for speaking about the OTW in external spaces is
considered applicable to Tag Wrangling volunteers.
iv The organization’s Code of Conduct and Constructive Corrective Action
Procedure apply to Tag Wrangling volunteers.
c Staff and volunteer interactions:
i The policy for staff wrangling of a wrangler's tags is documented in the
internal wiki.
d Volunteer retirement:
i The procedure is outlined in the internal wiki.

Strengths
The Tag Wrangling Committee's biggest source of strength is what they offer to one another.
They have a large and loyal group of volunteers, and have worked hard over the years to
develop powerful internal processes designed to assist the volunteers in preparing for, and
performing, their tasks.
Three major areas emerged as committee strengths.
The first is the training process for new volunteers. Tag Wrangling uses a combination of live
chat training sessions, a detailed wiki, and a test archive to give new volunteers the skills and
understanding necessary to wrangle on their own. Though wranglers agree that no single
training session can ensure that a wrangler can handle all circumstances that might come up,
the feedback received showed that wranglers as a whole felt the training was valuable,
particularly the wiki (55)1, the mailing list (31) and the chats (11). One respondent wrote:
“Training did a good job with the basics, documentation is pretty complete in most spots,
and I have had good luck with tag discussions and using the chat.”
The test archive shows less use overall, and some wranglers, both staff and volunteers,
suggested that the training could be improved by the use of videos (5), which, it was mentioned,
1

The numbers in parentheses in this section refer to total comments regarding an issue throughout the
survey, not total respondents.
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will save considerable staff time. The time and resources needed to create the videos seems to
be the only limiting factor stopping the committee from taking their training processes to the next
level.
Secondly, there was overall, though not universal, satisfaction with internal communication
within the committee. All members of staff, and over half of volunteers felt that their thoughts
and views were heard. Only 20% of volunteers felt that their thoughts were generally not being
heard, while a slightly larger number felt that their thoughts were “Occasionally” heard.
Analysis of the comments indicated that for many who felt as if their thoughts were not heard,
the lack of response to feedback is largely due to limitations that are imposed from outside of
the committee, rather than an unwillingness to listen on the part of Tag Wrangling staff (26). For
example, volunteers mentioned repeatedly requesting changes that required coding changes,
and therefore would rely upon response from AD&T, rather than being within the direct and sole
control of Tag Wrangling staff to implement (4). One volunteer wrote:
“It's not so much the decision-making process within TW, but that so few decisions can
even be made by the committee. It seems everything needs approval from some other
group that's currently too busy with other things to bother with TW.”
And another volunteer added:
“I think the committee tries it's [sic] best to work within the strictures set on them by other
committees. It would be nice if the wranglers had their own coder(s) who could help
implement/fix certain features.”
Thirdly, the Tag Wrangling internal procedures designed to support the process of wrangling are
clear strengths. The process of sharing fandoms out to wranglers received general praise, and
many commented positively upon the extensive documentation of wrangling processes on the
wiki (14). Finally, the ability to comment on tags was mentioned by several volunteers as an
indispensable feature that assists all wranglers in doing their jobs (7).
Though satisfaction is far from universal, the Tag Wrangling Committee has worked very hard
as a group to manage a large volunteer base, performing a difficult and detailed job without
which the AO3 would not be what it is. The committee is justly proud of these accomplishments,
and demonstrates a continued desire to strive to improve those processes that are within their
control.

Challenges
Internal challenges
● Communication
● Documentation
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●
●
●

Staffing
Tag structure
Training

Communication
●

●

●

●

Staff to volunteers
○ Many volunteers called for more intra-committee transparency and
communication, asking to be given more detail on:
■ what’s being discussed by the staff
■ why certain issues have been tabled or otherwise not addressed
■ the decision-making process itself.
○ It was pointed out that often a discussion will happen on the mailing list, but a
summation post (from a staff member) will not be made, forcing anyone who
wants to know the final decision/conclusion to sort through many emails of
discussion.
○ Staff members mentioned they would like to involve volunteers in the decisionmaking process more
Venues: The mailing list was called out as being “overwhelming”; there were also
several notes asking for centralized discussion areas, or, at least, to have more people
in the chat rooms at more times. What this suggests is that there’s an overall desire to
talk to other wranglers and the Tag Wrangling Committee staff, but that many volunteer
wranglers aren’t sure how to talk to others, or where to start.
Volunteers to staff: There is a clear concern on the part of the volunteers that they are
not being heard by the staff of the Tag Wrangling Committee. There is also the
perception that the voices of volunteer wranglers are not heard when they are
volunteers, but are given more weight after becoming staffers.
Volunteers to volunteers: Several volunteers specified they wished there was a more
casual place (outside of the chat rooms) to find other wranglers and talk to them. The
implication in many answers is that volunteers wish the staff would take a more active
role in cultivating a wrangler community outside the mailing list.

Documentation
●

●

●

Guidelines: The volunteer tag wranglers made it clear that they want more clear
guidelines for specific instances (eg, crossover pairings, RPF) that remain within the
flexible “best judgment” tradition of wrangling.
Mentoring: Many of the volunteers mentioned that mentoring, if it could be organized
better, would be an excellent way to help new wranglers, and would have made them
feel more comfortable when they first started wrangling.
Resources: Finding Tag Wrangler resources came up as an issue for many people,
including finding the right wiki pages, being able to access the resources that are spread
across so many sites with so many passwords, and being able to search through the
mailing list archives for answers to questions.
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Staffing
●

Fandoms: The current volunteers who participated in this survey far and away are the
volunteers who work on “Small book fandoms” (36/59) and “Small Western media
fandoms” (35/59) (see Figure 4 in Appendix A).

Based on the feedback we received from three current volunteers and one former
volunteer who spoke with us, we have identified the following issues concerning the
wrangling of non-Western and/or non-English language fandoms:
○ There are only a few current wranglers doing all of the large, wrangling-intensive
non-Western fandoms (e.g., one wrangler is involved in wrangling five out of the
top ten largest anime/manga fandoms). The difficulty of finding co-wranglers for
these fandoms (compared to similarly sized Western media fandoms) despite
repeated advertisements on the tag wrangling mailing list was noted by two of
the volunteers. (This issue may be ameliorated once external recruitment opens
again, as at the time of writing this report, recruitment had been closed,)
○ Many non-Western fandom participants feel unwelcome at the AO3.
■ A retired Tag Wrangling volunteer mentioned specifically that they retired
because they felt the AO3 was unwelcoming to their (non-Western)
fandom(s).
■ Volunteers pointed out that users notice when tags for non-Western
fandoms are either miswrangled (e.g., canonicalizing incorrect name
order) or unwrangled, which can be alienating to volunteers and users
alike, particularly when it happens in large and highly visible fandoms.
○ The AO3 has limited support for non-English languages.
■ Current wrangling guidelines require all canonical tags to use the roman
alphabet.
■ Tag architecture is currently unable to account for localized fandom and
character names known to and used by non-English language fans.
● Time: It was noted by several respondents, both current and former volunteers and
staffers, that the touting of Tag Wrangling as being a place to volunteer when you don’t
have much time to offer is not entirely correct -- it was noted that the training takes quite
a bit of time, wrangling itself also takes time unless you wrangle very quiet fandoms, and
“remembering” the rules, guidelines, etc., also takes time that the actual act of wrangling
does not. Note that the vast majority of wranglers wrangle more than twenty fandoms
(see Figure 2 in Appendix A).
● Understaffing: It was noted by respondents that the Tag Wrangling Committee said at
the beginning of 2011 that fandoms with >1000 works were obliged to find a cowrangler, or the committee would find one for them. This has not happened for all such
fandoms, due to understaffing (which ties into the sustainability concerns volunteers and
staff have).
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●

●

Value: Many of the retired tag wranglers noted that at least part (sometimes the whole)
of the reason for retirement was that they did not feel valued, appreciated, or respected
by the organization.
Wrangling sustainability: Both current and former volunteers are concerned about the
sustainability of the current wrangling setup. Some of the major concerns about
sustainability are:
○ Wranglers are under pressure to take on more and more fandoms if they have
knowledge of “obscure” ones
○ Wranglers “babysit” fandoms they have no interest in
○ Wranglers cannot find people willing to co-wrangle
○ Many fandoms do not have wranglers and therefore do not really get worked on

Tag structure
●
●

●

●

Freeform tags: Freeform tags were described as being “useless” and listed as one of
the biggest problems in Tag Wrangling.
Folksonomy vs taxonomy: Volunteers mentioned they wished tags would be more
organized.
○ Freeform tags only allowed in specific places.
○ More “library science” type tags as canonicals.
○ Several answers implied that they believe users would use fewer “Tumblr style”
tags if the user base understood how AO3 tagging worked.
Monitoring: Volunteers noted that there is not currently a system in place to monitor
tags to make sure they comply with the guidelines (e.g., English language conventions
used for non-English fandom sources).
Non-English tags: Volunteers noted that guidelines currently do not take into account
many of the needs of non-English tag users and non-English-language fandoms.

Training
●
●
●

●

●

Staff members would like training to be mandatory rather than optional.
Many volunteers indicated they wished mentoring was more of an option.
Several volunteers mentioned that they wished the wrangler resources were more
available (quickly, easily, fewer passwords, etc.) while they were wrangling (that is,
available directly from the wrangling pages themselves).
Many former volunteers who filled out our survey indicated they retired in part or solely
because they felt the wrangling support structure, guidelines, and training were not clear
or useful.
One staff member mentioned that they would like to involve volunteers in performing
staff tasks as well, as a display of trust and to encourage deeper involvement, rather
than having everything done by staff. This would be part of preparing interested
volunteers to one day take a staff position.

External challenges
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●
●
●

Communication
Staff and volunteer frustration
Technology

Communication
●

●

●

●

AD&T: Staff members specifically called out communicating with AD&T as “difficult.”
○ There were several mentions that there is a distinct perception that the Tag
Wrangling team is “not as important” as AD&T.
○ There are also notes from many of the volunteers that getting the technological
needs of the team met is extremely difficult (but many of them did not seem to
know why and did not mention AD&T specifically).
○ Staff members are concerned that AD&T has “its own agenda” that may not
include the Tag Wrangling team’s needs, especially given that Tag Wrangling
doesn’t appear on the roadmap.
Board: Staff members referred to communicating with some Board members (who were
left unnamed) as “belittling” and “upsetting”. It was also mentioned that sometimes the
communication is easy/“great” depending on the Board member.
○ Ira and Sanders specifically noted as “respectful” and “great”
Other teams: The communication with other teams is perceived as being extremely
poor.
○ Some of the volunteers mentioned they believe that the Tag Wrangling team
requires approval from other teams to get things done.
○ Staff and volunteers both called for more inter-committee respect, and mentioned
there is a public disrespect for wranglers within the organization.
○ Some staff mentioned not knowing the protocol for how to communicate with
other teams in general.
User base: The overwhelming majority of Tag Wrangling volunteers who filled out this
survey requested
○ a way to contact the user base (usually specifically in the context of telling a user
that there’s a broken tag). This was brought up again and again throughout the
surveys by multiple people .
○ a way for the user base to leave notes for tag wranglers or contact the Tag
Wrangling team outside of a Support request.
○ more transparent guidelines and explanations for the user base to help them use
the tag system more easily.

Staff and Volunteer Frustration
●

Organization politics: The perception on behalf of volunteers and staff is that
organization politics often interfere with getting things done. Several people mentioned
believing that “higher-level” organization members have their own agendas.
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●

●

Respect: Volunteers and staff alike do not believe the members of the Tag Wrangling
team are respected by other organization committees. There is also a distinct feeling of
being unappreciated.
Time: Many volunteers feel their time is used for inefficient or unnecessary things, e.g.,
reading long threads on the mailing list that are unrelated to their fandoms in order to
find out about new policies, or wrangling unusable tags.

Technology
●

Limitations: The limitations of the code used by wranglers/the AO3 was one of the top
problems mentioned. While some of the specific bugs and problems people mentioned
have since been addressed, new bugs have arisen (and will continue to arise, given the
deployment of the new filtering code).
Current limitations
○ Autocomplete
○ Inelegant solutions (specifically pipes)
○ Non-English tags
○ “Poorly designed” wrangler interface
○ Other ongoing bugs, noted here:
http://code.google.com/p/otwarchive/issues/list?can=2&q=roadmap%3DTagWran
gling
Past limitations since dealt with
○ “Broken” code and some bugs (e.g., diacritics, draft tags, private bookmark tags)
○ Hidden (from users) tag structure

Goals
These are the goals which were suggested or implied by survey respondents.
Community and communication inside Tag Wrangling
●

●

Improve sense of community within Tag Wrangling team
○ Implement mentoring between new and experienced wranglers
○ Improve recognition and usability of current discussion spaces
○ Provide [new] non-chatroom discussion space for volunteer wranglers to interact
and ask questions
Improve communication within the Tag Wrangling team
○ Improve communication between wranglers, especially to celebrate wrangler
work and share information (see mentoring system and forum goals)
○ Improve communication from staff to wranglers (transparency, how/why
decisions are made, offering support and combating burnout)
○ Improve communication from wranglers to staff (trust, confidentiality, ability to
feel heard)
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Community and communication with rest of OTW
●
●

Improve clarity of roles and responsibilities within the Tag Wrangling team and between
Tag Wrangling and other committees
Improve communication and understanding between Tag Wrangling and other OTW
committees
○ Improve communication with other committees/Board regarding what the Tag
Wrangling team does and needs
○ In conjunction with Strategic Planning process for the rest of organization, work
with other teams to:
■ Improve ability to make sure that Tag Wrangling concerns are heard,
addressed, and translated into action
■ Improve perception of and respect for Tag Wrangling within the wider
organization
■ Combat impression that Tag Wrangling is not a legitimate committee
■ Improve recognition of and preparation for time and effort spent on large
projects (e.g., Yuletide)
○ Communicate priority of needs to AD&T and their volunteers
■ Implement a process of communication/collaboration with AD&T coders
directly, not just AD&T as an entity
○ In conjunction with AD&T goals (forthcoming from the Strategic Planning
process) improve mutual respect, trust and communication

Documentation
●
●
●

Improve documentation of both past and current decisions
More cross-platform linking of documentation and resources
Create and publicize clear processes for making and implementing decisions

Sustainability of Tag Wrangling
●

●

●

Improve handling of tags across languages (internationalization), in conjunction with
other committees and workgroups as required
○ Revisit old votes and decisions as needed
Assessment of the sustainability of the current system of Tag Wrangling in terms of
○ Coding
○ Mission of the OTW
○ Usability
○ Volunteer time
Improve method(s) of recruitment
○ Actively recruit for fandoms that need more wranglers
○ Post publically lists of fandoms needing wranglers and co-wranglers
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Transparency
●

Improve AO3 user base knowledge about how tags and Tag Wrangling work
○ Allow users to see the structure of the AO3 tags
■ In the process of being implemented already!
○ Implement a controlled way for wranglers to let users know if their tags are
broken/misspelled
○ Implement a (non-Support ticket, non-Twitter) way for users to communicate with
the Tag Wrangling team

Wrangler resources
●

●

●

Improve training for new wranglers
○ Incorporate screenshot-based videos
○ Discuss possibility of making training participation mandatory
Add additional resources for new wranglers outside of training sessions
○ Emphasize wiki as a resource
○ Update wiki with more detailed and specific information
○ Cross-link cross-platform sources of information
Add additional resources for staff
○ Knowledge of history of OTW and precedent for decisions
○ People management and conflict resolution/escalation skills
○ Guidelines for inter-committee interactions
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Appen
ndix A: Qu
uantitativ
ve Data frrom Surv
veys
Note: All graphs and tables are presented
p
ac
ccording to i nternal guid
delines set byy the Surveyy
Workgroup.
Tag Wra
angler Surve
ey Respons
ses
a Table 1. How long have
h
you bee
en wrangling
g?
Figure and

How lon
ng have you been
b
wrangling?

Number of Re
esponses

< 1 montth - 6 months

14
4

6 months
s - 12 months
s

11
1

1 year - 2 years

16
6

2 years - 3 years

16
6

3 years - 4 years

5

4 years - 5 years

1

Total

63
3

ority of the wranglers
w
we
e surveyed had
h been wra
angling for a
at least one yyear (60%), but
The majo
we also had
h a sizable
e number off new wranglers respond
ding to our ssurvey (40%).
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a Table 2. How many fandoms do
o you wranglle?
Figure and

How ma
any fandoms do you
wrangle?

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

1

0

2-5

10

6 - 10

7

10 - 15

9

16 - 20

7

20+

29

Total

62

Most tag wranglers wrangle
w
more than 20 fandoms. Nota
ably, no wra
angler who re
esponded only
d a single fan
ndom.
wrangled

a Table 3. Please estimate how many
m
hours a week you sspend doing
g wrangling w
work.
Figure and
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Please estimate
e
how
w many hours
sa
week yo
ou spend doing tag
wranglin
ng work.

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

0-1

27

2-4

29

5-7

6

8+

0

Total

62

d less than 5 hours a we
eek on wrang
gling.
Most tag wranglers (90%) spend

a Table 4. What types
s of fandoms
s do you gen
nerally wrang
gle?
Figure and
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What typ
pes of fando
oms do you
generally wrangle?

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

Large an
nime/manga fa
andoms

7

Small an
nime/manga fa
andoms

13

Large bo
ook fandoms

9

Small bo
ook fandoms

36

Large RP
PF fandoms

8

Small RP
PF fandoms

6

Video ga
ames

9

Western comics

7

Large Western media
a fandoms

15

Small We
estern media fandoms

35

Other

15

Total num
mber of respo
ondents

59
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Small book fandoms and small Western media (TV shows and movies) fandoms have the
largest number of wranglers. (Note this was a free-form question, allowing each respondent to
list their fandoms and types of fandoms in their own words.)
None of the 62 respondents had left Tag Wrangling and then came back to volunteer as a
wrangler again.
Training
The majority of respondents had attended a wrangler training session (33 out of 62
respondents). Of the respondents who had attended a wrangler training session, when asked if
they felt ready to take on the work without help after the training session, 13 responded "Yes," 5
responded "No," and 15 responded with "Other."
The majority of respondents found the wrangling tutorials on the internal wiki to be most helpful
to them as a new wrangler (49 out of 55 respondents), followed by the tag wrangler mailing list
(31 respondents). Only 9 respondents found the OTW Volunteer and Staff Discussion Forums
to be helpful, and comments revealed that several respondents did not know the forums existed
or mistook the forums to indicate the Campfire chatroom. Communication venues that were not
included in the survey but were cited as helpful in comments included the Campfire chatroom
(10 respondents) and non-tutorial wrangling guidelines on the internal wiki (6 respondents).
Processes and Procedures
When asked if there were any wrangling processes, procedures, or guidelines which hinder their
ability to wrangle effectively or be an effective volunteer, the majority of respondents (30 out of
54 respondents) responded "Yes."
Figure and Table 5. When wrangling, how often do you use various resources?
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When wrangling, how often do you....

Often

Occas
sionally

Ra
arely

Nev
ver

Totall

reference the Tag Wrangling materials
s
w
from the wiki?

20

32

4

0

56

reference any materials sent directly to
o you
from the Tag
T Wrangling Committee?

4

25

18

8

55

ask the mailing
m
list for he
elp?

1

19

24

12

56

ask other Tag Wrangling
g volunteers for
help?

5

10

24

17

56

ask other people in yourr fandom who are
a
ved with wrangling for help, input,
not involv
or guidance?

0

14

18

24

50

check “ou
utside” resource
es?

41

12

3

0

56

The majo
ority of wranglers "often"" use outside
e resources such as Fan
nlore, Wikipe
edia, etc. Ma
any
also "occ
casionally" re
efer to Tag Wrangling
W
materials
m
on tthe internal w
wiki or from the Tag
Wranglin
ng Committee.
cision-Makiing
Discussion and Dec
a Table 6. Which venu
ues have you used to ta
alk about Tag
g Wrangling with other
Figure and
wranglers?
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Which ve
enues have yo
ou used to talk
k
about Tag Wrangling with
w other
s?
wranglers

Often

Occasio
onally

Rarrely

Nev
ver

Tota
al

Mailing lis
st

14

25

9

9

57

Chat

6

17

16

16

55

Commentts on tags

13

23

15

5

56

Other

8

6

2

15

31

anglers "often" use the ta
ag wrangler mailing list a
and comments on tags tto communiccate
Most wra
with othe
er wranglers.. Common re
esponses in "Other" inclluded:
● email
● LiveJournal
D
● Dreamwidth
● fa
ail_fandomanon

a Table 7. Do you find
d discussions
s through th ese venues useful?
Figure and
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Do you fiind discussion
ns
through these
t
venues
useful?

Almos
st
alway
ys

Often

Occasio
onally

Rare
ely

Never

N/A

To
otal

Mailing lis
st

13

22

15

3

0

4

57
7

Chat

12

10

9

4

1

20

56
6

Commentts on tags

17

15

13

7

1

3

56
6

Other

6

6

3

0

0

23

38
8

Most wra
anglers appe
ear to find the discussion
n through co
omments on tags to be u
useful, follow
wed
by discus
ssions on the
e tag wrangler mailing list.
sked if they felt
f that theirr thoughts ab
bout wrangli ng and tagss were heard
d and taken iinto
When as
account when
w
decisio
ons were ma
ade by Tag Wrangling C
Committee staff, the majority of
responde
ents answere
ed "Yes" (29
9 out of 51 re
espondents)), ten answe
ered "No," an
nd 12 answe
ered
"Occasio
onally."

a Table 8. Do you find
d yourself no
oticing any p
problematic isssues with tthe Tag
Figure and
Wranglin
ng committee
e's decision--making proc
cess?
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Do you find
f
yourselff noticing any
problem
matic issues with
w the Tag
Wranglin
ng Committe
ee’s decision
nmaking process?

ber of Respo
onses
Numb

Often

7

Occasion
nally

13

Rarely

19

Never

13

Total

52

ority of wranglers (61%) "rarely" or "never" noticce problemattic issues with the Tag
The majo
Wranglin
ng Committee's decision-making pro
ocess.

Tag Wra
angling Stafff Survey Re
esponses
a Table 9. How long have
h
you bee
en a membe
er of the Tag
g Wrangling staff?
Figure and
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How lon
ng have you been
b
a member
of the Ta
ag Wrangling
g staff?

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

<1 month
h - 6 months

2

6 months
s - 12 months
s

2

1 year - 2 years

0

2 years - 3 years

1

3+ years
s

0

Total

5

ponding to our survey ha
ave not servved for more than a yearr as a memb
ber of
Most of the staff resp
W
Committee.
C
the Tag Wrangling

a Table 10
0. Please ratte your levell of satisfact ion with the current Tag
g Wrangling
Figure and
policies and
a procedu
ures.
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Please rate
r
your leve
el of
satisfacttion with the
e
current Tag
T Wrangling
policies and procedu
ures.

Very
satisffied

Satisfied

Not su
ure

Dissatiisfied

Very
y
dissa
atisfied

To
otal

Recruitm
ment of volunte
eers

0

3

2

0

0

5

Appointm
ment of staff

0

1

4

0

0

5

Commun
nication amon
ng
staff

3

2

0

0

0

5

Staff com
mmunication with
w
volunteers

1

3

0

1

0

5

Staff com
mmuniction with
the user base of the OTW
O

0

0

3

1

1

5

Commun
nication with other
o
OTW com
mmittees

0

3

1

0

1

5

Assignment/adoption of
fandoms
s and co-wran
nglers

2

3

0

0

0

5

s
show sa
atisfaction with
w current processes
p
a nd procedurres, but vario
ous individua
als
Overall, staff
expresse
ed varying le
evels of dissa
atisfaction with
w staff com
mmunication with volunte
eers, the OT
TW
user base, and otherr OTW comm
mittees.
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Training
C
staff
s
membe rs described
d their trainin
ng as
4 out of 5 of the Tag Wrangling Committee
“somewh
hat” sufficien
nt (with 1 staff member answering
a
no
o, training w
was not sufficcient at all).

a Table 11
1. What train
ning tools do
o you consid er most effe
ective?
Figure and

What tra
aining tools do
d
you consider most
e?
effective

Very
effective

Effec
ctive

Not su
ure

Ineffec
ctive

Very
y
inefffective

To
otal

Wiki

0

5

0

0

0

5

Chats

2

2

1

0

0

5

Test arch
hive

0

1

3

0

1

5

Video

0

0

3

1

1

5

Other

0

0

2

0

0

2

eed that the internal wiki and chats w
were effectivve training to
ools. No toolls
Most of the staff agre
ecified by tho
ose who responded with
h "Not sure" to "Other."
were spe
C
staff
s
membe rs said they believed Ta
ag Wrangling
g
4 out of 5 of the Tag Wrangling Committee
training could
c
be don
ne more effic
ciently and effectively,
e
su
uggesting th
hings like “sccreen shot style”
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training videos,
v
making training sessions
s
ma
andatory, and
d automating certain tra
aining processses,
with only
y 1 staff mem
mber answerring no, they
y did not thin k training co
ould be imprroved.
Staff also
o indicated mixed
m
feedba
ack about wrangler
w
train
ning. Two resspondents ssaid they had
d
received feedback ba
alanced betw
ween positiv
ve and negattive. The rem
mainder of re
espondents said
they hadn’t received any feedbac
ck at all.

a Table 12
2. How well do you think
k the currentt training is m
meeting your goals?
Figure and

How well do you thin
nk the curren
nt
y
goals?
training is meeting your

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

Very well

0

Sufficiently

3

Not sure

2

Insufficie
ently

0

Very poo
orly

0

Total

5

s were divide
ed between staff
s
who felt that the cu
urrent training procedure
es were sufficient
Opinions
and those who felt un
nsure.
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Decision-Making
All 5 Tag
g Wrangling Committee staff
s
membe
ers answered
d that they fe
elt their thou
ughts about
wrangling
g and tags are
a heard an
nd taken into
o account wh
hen decision
ns are made -- with 1 sta
aff
member noting they feel this way
y only now that they are
e on staff.

C
staff
s
membe rs said they believed the
e current
4 out of 5 of the Tag Wrangling Committee
decision--making proc
cedure work
ks well for the committee
e 100% of th
he time. 1 sta
aff member
noted the
ey feel this way
w only “occasionally.”

a Table 13
3. Are you sa
atisfied with the way the
e work is disttributed?
Figure and

Are you satisfied witth the way th
he
work is distributed?
d

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

Very satiisfied

0

Satisfied

4

No strong opinion

1

Dissatisffied

0

Very diss
satisfied

0

Total

5
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The majo
ority of the staff expressed satisfaction with the d
distribution o
of work within the
committe
ee.
d Intra-Committee Intera
action
Inter- and
a Table 14
4. Which ven
nues have you used to ttalk about Ta
ag Wrangling
g with other
Figure and
wranglers?

Which venues
v
have you
used to talk about Ta
ag
ng with othe
er
Wranglin
wranglers?

n
Often

Occa
asionally

Rarely

Never

Total

Mailing liist

4

1

0

0

5

Chat

2

3

0

0

5

Commen
nts on tags

1

3

1

0

5

Other

0

2

0

0

2

ority of staff members "o
often" use the mailing lis t for commu
unicating with
h other
The majo
wranglers. Discussio
on venues na
amed in "Oth
her" include::
● personal jourrnals
● anon memes
RC
● IR
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a Table 15
5. Do you fin
nd the discus
ssions throu gh these venues useful?
Figure and

Do you fiind discussion
ns
through these
t
venues
useful?

Almos
st
alway
ys

Often

Occasio
onally

Rare
ely

Never

N/A

To
otal

Mailing lis
st

0

3

1

0

0

0

5

Chat

2

2

0

1

0

0

5

Commentts on tags

0

4

1

0

0

0

5

Other

0

2

1

0

0

0

3

ority of staff members fin
nd all discus
ssion venuess "often" or ""almost alwa
ays" useful.
The majo
C
staff
s
is split when
w
it come
es to the way the Tag W
Wrangling tea
am
The Tag Wrangling Committee
st of the orga
anization, with 2 staff me
embers answ
wering they are happy w
with
interacts with the res
eractions, 2 answering that
t
they are
e unhappy, a
and 1 answe
ering “somew
what” happy.
these inte
These an
nswers were
e clarified witth notes thatt staff memb
bers are unh
happy that th
he Tag Wran
ngling
team ofte
en seems lik
ke it’s the “bo
ottom rung on
o the ladde r” and that th
hey are unhappy with th
he
interactio
ons in the org
ganization in
n general.
n 26 (Have you
y found yo
our interactio
ons with othe
er OTW com
mmittees to b
be
Howeverr, in question
productiv
ve and satisffactory?), 4 out
o of 5 Tag Wrangling C
Committee sstaff membe
ers noted the
ey do
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find interractions with other OTW committees
s to be produ
uctive and sa
atisfactory, w
with only 1 sstaff
member dissenting, explaining
e
th
hat it feels lik
ke an “uphilll battle” to be
e heard.

a Table 16
6. What type
es of interacttions have yyou specifica
ally had with other
Figure and
committe
ees / other sttaff / board members,
m
ettc.?

What typ
pes of intera
actions have you specific
cally had with
h other
committtees/other staff/board me
embers, etc.?
?

Nu
umber of
Re
esponses

I have se
erved or am currently
c
serviing on anothe
er committee

5

I am or have
h
been a liiaison for ano
other committe
ee or the boa
ard

4

I conside
er myself to be
e a friend to one
o of more staff
s
or Board members

3

I have co
ommunicated with other sta
aff or Board members
m
abo
out OTW-relatted
matters

5

I have co
ommunicated with other sta
aff or Board members
m
abo
out matters un
nrelated
to the OT
TW

5

Total num
mber of respo
ondents

5

s was a multiple choice question allo
owing respo
ondents to ch
hoose more than one
(Note this
answer.) Notably, all staff members are serv
ving on otherr OTW comm
mittees and have
o
staff orr Board mem
mbers about both OTW-related and unrelated
communicated with other
matters.
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Figure and
a Table 17
7. Which bes
st describes the quality o
of your expe
eriences with
h typical inte
ercommitte
ee interaction
n?

Which best
b
describe
es the quality
y of your exp
periences witth typical inttercommitttee interactio
on?

N
Number of
R
Responses

Entirely positive
p

0

Generally positive

1

Both pos
sitive & negative

4

Generally negative

0

Entirely negative
n

0

Total

5

ort having a mixture of both
b
positive and negativve interactions with othe
er
Most of the staff repo
mmittees.
OTW com

a Table 18
8. How would you descrribe your exp
periences off interactionss with the Bo
oard
Figure and
as a mem
mber of the Tag
T Wrangling team?
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How would you desc
cribe your ex
xperiences of
o interaction
ns with the B
Board
mber of the TW
T team?
as a mem

Nu
umber of
Re
esponses

Very satiisfactory

1

Generally satisfactory
y

4

Balanced
d between sa
atisfactory & unsatisfactory
u

0

Generally unsatisfacto
ory

0

Very uns
satisfactory

0

I have ne
ever interacte
ed with the Bo
oard

0

Total

5

All of the
e staff report satisfaction with their in
nteractions w
with the Boarrd in their ca
apacity as Ta
ag
Wranglin
ng Committee members.
gling Commiittee staffers
s responded that they do
o not think th
here’s an
3 out of 5 Tag Wrang
element of their interractions with
h the OTW Board
B
that ne
eed to be improved, with
h 1 staff mem
mber
e to get a be
etter understanding of wh
d one refrain
ning
noting that they’d like
hat the Boarrd does (and
ponse).
from resp
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Figure and
a Table 19
9. How would you descrribe your exp
periences off interactionss with the Ta
ag
Wranglin
ng Board liais
son?

How would you desc
cribe your ex
xperiences of
o interaction
ns with the TW
W
aison?
Board lia

Nu
umber of
Re
esponses

Very satiisfactory

2

Generally satisfactory
y

3

Balanced
d between sa
atisfactory & unsatisfactory
u

0

Generally unsatisfacto
ory

0

Very uns
satisfactory

0

I have ne
ever interacte
ed with the TW
W Board liaiso
on

0

Total

5

Again, all staff reportt satisfaction
n in their inte
eractions wit h their Tag W
Wrangling B
Board liaison.
gling Commiittee staffers
s do not thinkk their relatio
onship with their Board
4 out of 5 Tag Wrang
liaison ne
eeds to be im
mproved, witth 1 refrainin
ng from com
mment.
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Retired Tag
T Wrangller Survey Responses
R
a Table 20
0. How long were you a tag wrangle
er?
Figure and

How lon
ng were you a Tag Wrang
gler?

Nu
umber of
Re
esponses

< 6 montths

4

6 months
s - 12 months
s

4

1 year - 2 years

6

2 years - 3 years

4

3 years to
t 5+ years

0

Total

18
8

ed wranglers
s responding
g to our surv
vey showed wide variatio
on in the tim
me served ass
The retire
wrangling
g volunteers
s, but the ma
ajority (56%)) had served
d more than o
one year be
efore retiring.
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Figure and
a Table 21
1. What type
es of fandom
ms did you ge
enerally wra
angle?

What typ
pes of fando
oms do you
generally wrangle?

Numb
ber of Respo
onses

Large an
nime/manga fa
andoms

3

Small an
nime/manga fa
andoms

6

Large bo
ook fandoms

3

Small bo
ook fandoms

8

Large RP
PF fandoms

1

Small RP
PF fandoms

1

Video ga
ames

1

Western comics

1

Large Western media
a fandoms

5

Small We
estern media fandoms

7

Other

7
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Total number of respondents

18

Similar to the current tag wranglers who responded to our survey, the retired wranglers who
responded primarily wrangled small book and small Western media fandoms, followed closely
by small anime/manga fandoms and other fandoms not falling into the above categories.
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Appendix B: Textual Data from Surveys Used to Create Aggregate
Numbers
Tag Wrangling Volunteers Survey Textual Data

Do you personally feel that your thoughts
about wrangling and tags are heard and
taken into account when decisions are
made by the Tag Wrangling staff?

Total

Committee seems to imply volunteer wrangler 1
opinions are less valuable than other users
Decision-making processes seem opaque

1

Discussion is more productive on anon
memes than with committee staff

1

Other committees do not have the resources
to fix problems

1

Too much noise on the mailing list

1

Wranglers feel unsupported in their decisionmaking process

1

Committee seems interested (on mailing list)

2

Do not feel personally responded to

2

Committee is sincerely interested but the
OTW does not care about what comes out of
Tag Wrangling

3

Committee staff does not care about
volunteer opinions

6

What else do you feel could have been
done to help increase your readiness?
(Additional training sessions of the same
type, different styles of explanation, etc.)

Total

Additional training
sessions

1
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Forum similar to mailing list but with
backreading

1

More on-site explanation

1

Mentoring

5

Which training tools do you feel were
most helpful for you as a new wrangler?

Total

Historical record

1

Mentoring

1

Non-mailing list discussion (email, journals)

2

Training sessions

2

Wiki pages (non-tutorial)

6

Chat

9

Forums

9

Mailing list

31

Wiki tutorials

49

Are there any TW processes, procedures,
or guidelines which you find hinder your
ability to wrangle effectively or be an
effective volunteer?

Total

Autocomplete

1

No ability for user input

1

No public or wrangler-accessible record of
support requests

1

Not enough outreach

1

Perception there is no respect for wranglers

1

Yuletide

1
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Code implementation (eg no mass-wrangling,
no filtering)/system limitation

2

Inelegant solutions (eg pipes)

2

Problematic volunteer induction/process

2

Time spent on “useless” tags

2

Borked code (eg diacritics, draft tags, private
bookmark tags)

3

Finding wrangler resources (too many
passwords, etc.)

3

Mailing list is
“daunting”/”difficult”/”overwhelming”

3

Not enough wrangler guidelines for RPF

3

Not enough wrangler-end documentation for
specific problems (eg crossover
relationships/characters)

3

Poorly designed wrangling interface (for
wranglers)

3

intra-committee communication

4

Allowing freeform tags

5

Inadequate user-end tag use FAQ

10

Hidden tag structure

11

No ability for user contact about broken tags

14

Which Tag Wrangling processes,
Total
procedures, and guidelines do you feel are
most helpful to you in being an effective
wrangler?
“No Fandom”

1

Ability to syn

1

Alphabetizing

1

Automation

1
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Chatroom

1

Community participation is not mandatory

1

Consistent romanization (Japanese)

1

Cowrangler policy

1

Ease of asking questions

1

Flexible training

1

intra-committee respect

1

New interface that allows for deleting multiple
fandoms attached to a tag

1

No need to document time spent

1

Tag landing pages

1

The rake

1

intra-committee communication/team leaders

2

Specific guidelines

2

Wrangler discretion/rule flexibility

3

“Unfilterable”/ “unwranglable” option

4

Ability to comment on tags

4

Mailing list

9

The wiki

14

What, if anything, would you change about Total
the processes and procedures of the Tag
Wrangling team?
Adjust weird code (e.g., megafandoms,
diacritics)

1

Allow user input/comment for tags

1

Announce when something is added to the
Trello board

1

Better handling of tags across language

1
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barriers
Centralize discussion venues

1

Internationalization

1

Make everything transparent

1

More inter-committee transparency

1

More intra-committee transparency and
committee/Board transparency

1

Need a way to wrangle “in the wild” rather
than from the wrangling page

1

Need people in the chat room more often

1

No wiki pages documenting mailing list
discussions

1

Opt out of ml discussion

1

Outreach

1

Process improvement implementation should
happen faster

1

Progress updates for issues that concern
wranglers

1

Searchable mailing list archives

1

Stop conflating characters from different
traditions (e.g., Merlin, Zeus, Monkey)

1

Volunteer induction needs to be streamlined
(too many people involved, took too long

1

Cross-links for wiki pages, etc., on wrangler
pages

2

Get rid of freeforms except in the freeform
line

2

Get rid of pipes

2

Need more casual social space

2

No closure to mailing list discussions

2

Overhaul tag system based on “library
science” to create standardized tags

2
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Speedier communication/decision-making

2

Way for users to contact wranglers without
going through support

2

More intra-committee communication

3

Need clearer procedures/policies/guidelines

3

Wrangler-user contact/ability to fix broken
tags

6

Allow users to see tag structure

7

Better user-end tag use FAQ

7

Which venues have you used to talk about
Tag Wrangling with other wranglers?

Total

Non-OTW online space

1

Meatspace discussion

2

Anon memes

4

LJ/Dreamwidth

5

Email

8

Do you find yourself noticing any
problematic issues with the TW
committee's decision-making process?

Total

Need a way for volunteers to put items on
staff meeting agendas

1

Need more guidelines for users/let them see
tag structure

2

Only "lip service" to listening

2

Sometimes there is no answer

2

Needs approval from other teams (AD&T)
that are “too busy...to bother”/not enough
OTW representation

4
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Takes too long/is slow

4

The Tag Wrangling Committee works hard/is
wonderful/communicates

4

Process of decision-making not transparent
enough (Who makes decisions? How?)

7

What is the biggest issue within the Tag
Wrangling team (procedural or otherwise)
that you would like to see addressed?

Total

Better intra-committee communication

1

Burnout

1

Need ability to report concerns

1

Needs less defensiveness

1

Needs lines of responsibility and
authority/supervision

1

Needs more casual intra-committee
communication

1

Technical problems/changes

1

Too much whining on the mailing list

1

Need clearer guidelines for wranglers (on
wiki)

2

Needs better committee/volunteer structure

2

Needs more tag structure

2

Needs to recognize achievements/ motivate

2

Sustainability

2

Needs mentoring

3

inter-committee communication and respect

4

Transparency to wranglers (from Board, from
committee)

4

Transparency to users/user contact

12
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Tag Wrangling Staff Survey Textual Data

What types of training or resources would
you like to see the OTW offer to its staff in
the future?

Total

Mentoring

1

More tools

1

Org history

1

Do you feel TW volunteer training could be Total
done more efficiently or effectively in a
different way?
Automated

1

Mandatory

1

Screenshot walkthrough

1

Video

1

What, if anything, would you change about Total
the TW decision-making process?
Should involve volunteers more

1

Too slow

1

What challenges do you face in
communicating about tag wrangling to
other committees in the Org?

Total

Communicating with AD&T is difficult

1
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Figuring out what’s relevant

1

How to communicate with other committees
in general

1

Other committees don’t understand what Tag
Wrangling is

1

What challenges do you face in
communicating about tag wrangling to the
public users of AO3?

Total

How to know what is supposed to be
confidential

1

Lack of transparent guidelines and
explanations

1

Org politics interfere

1

Public response

1

Problems with AD&T

2

What would you like to see be done to
address those challenges [communicating
about tag wrangling to the public users of
AO3]?

Total

Board should not be chairs

1

Code of conduct

1

Ombudsman process to communicate
concerns confidentially

1

Transparent guidelines

2

Thoughts about Org interaction

Total

Feelings that the Org has no respect for the
work the Tag Wrangling Committee does

1

Feelings that the Tag Wrangling team does

1
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not receive adequate appreciation
Feelings that the Tag Wrangling team is
“bottom rung”

1

Feelings that the Tag Wrangling team is not
as important as AD&T

1

Thoughts about communicating intercommittee

Total

Communicating with AD&T is difficult

2

Communicating with Board members can be
difficult (“belittling”; “upsetting”) or easy
(“great”)

3

Depends on the committee

1

What is the biggest issue within the Tag
Wrangling team (procedural or otherwise)
that you would like to see addressed?

Total

Documentation

1

Staffing

1

AD&T

2

Communication

3

Tag Wrangling Retired Staff and Volunteers Survey Textual Data

What was positive about your experience
as a Tag Wrangling volunteer?

Total

Focus on diversity

1

Low pressure

1

Technical aspects were difficult at first but

1
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manageable
Wrangling folksonomy

1

Chair was helpful and accommodating

2

Chat room

2

Making my fandoms easy to browse

2

Fun challenge of figuring out how to make
tags usable

3

Seeing behind the scenes of tag structure

3

Discussing on the list

4

Community

5

Doing something concrete to help

5

What was negative about your experience
as a Tag Wrangling volunteer?

Total

Changing tools and rules

1

Chatroom rarely occupied

1

Conviction that tw system is not scalable

1

Exhausting

1

inter-committee communication

1

Intrateam personality conflicts

1

Lack of clarity in job description

1

Lack of community

1

No recognition

1

No way to mark unwrangleable tags

1

Problems with AD&T

1

Volume of work required

1

Wiki was long and complicated

1
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Lack of documentation (no easy archive of
previous mailing list topics, no clear process
for retiring)

2

Little support/training

2

No contact with users (when tags are
obviously wrong)

2

Suggestions didn’t appear to be considered
or actioned

2

Criticising not welcome (users x1, coders x2)

3

Poor communication

3

Technical issues

3

Mailing list volume too high

4

Yuletide

4

Difficult to form consensus

5

What sort of changes, if any, would
Total
convince you to come back as a wrangler?
Actually make AO3 an open source project

1

Better communication/relationship with
coders

1

Better guidelines for wranglers

1

Less “smacking down” discussion

1

More automation

1

Respect/recognition for wranglers

1

Wrangler tutorial

1

Communication with users

2

Deal with technical issues (browsers, testing
process for code pushes)

2

Deal with Yuletide issues

2
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Different type of community on the mailing list

2

Public FAQ for users

2

Different wrangling rules/structure

3

More/better communication (team-committee,
committee-OTW, intrateam)

3

Nothing

4

Please share any general thoughts about
the OTW and your volunteering
experience you have. [Positive]

Total

Enjoyed experience

1

Enjoyed participating in wrangling discussions 1
Felt opinions were considered seriously

1

Love the AO3

1

Would recommend wrangling to people who
want to contribute to AO3

1

Wrangling was “great, amazing”

1

Please share any general thoughts about
the OTW and your volunteering
experience you have. [Negative]

Total

Anxious for the OTW’s future

1

Archive coding is problematic

1

Board members ignore/do not answer
question.

1

Decision processes need more transparency

1

Hard to know what’s involved with certain
teams

1

Job descriptions for volunteers

1
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More communication between TW committee
and wrangling volunteers

1

Need more documentation of “unwritten rules” 1
No support for “other types of fandom” at
fanlore

1

Org has “trampled goodwill”

1

OTW’s “execution” is problematic

1

Too much pressure to not be negative about
the OTW

1

Wrangling needs more transparency

1

Volunteering process needs more
transparency

2

Wrangling needs respect from other teams

2

